Charge separation in the aerodynamic breakup of micrometer-sized water droplets.
Charged water droplets generated by electrospray, sonic spray, and a vibrating orifice aerosol generator (VOAG) have been studied by digital macrophotography and image charge detection mass spectrometry. Image charge detection mass spectrometry provides information on the droplet size, charge, and velocity after transmission through a capillary interface. The digital images provide the droplet size distribution before they enter the capillary. Droplets with 10-100 microm radii generated by sonic spray and VOAG are reduced to 2-3 microm radii by transmission through the capillary interface. The droplets from sonic spray and VOAG are much more highly charged than expected for random charging, and positive droplets are much more prevalent than negative. For positive mode electrospray, >99% of the detected droplets carry a positive charge, whereas for negative mode electrospray, <30% of the detected droplets carry a negative charge (i.e., >70% carry a positive charge). These observation can all be accounted for by the aerodynamic breakup of the droplets in the capillary interface. This breakup reduces the droplets to a terminal size at which point further breakup does not occur. Charge separation during droplet breakup is responsible for the relatively high charges on the sonic spray and VOAG droplets and for the preference for positively charged droplets. The charge separation can be explained using the bag mechanism for droplet breakup and the electrical bilayer at the surface of water.